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On October 27, 2002, the Virtualizer Pro DSP 2024 P Effects Processor ($240) has 24-bit analog-digital and numerical-analogue converters (with 64- and 128-fold redeployment, respectively). The processing is carried out with 24-bit accuracy, the sampling rate is 46,875 kHz. Among the proposed algorithms is reverb
(Cathedral, Gold Plate, Small Hall, Room, Studio, Concert, Stage, Spring Reverb, Ambience, Early Reflections, Gated Reverb, Reverse Reverb), Delay (Stereo Delay, Tape Echo, Ping Pong), Modulation Effects and Pitch Shifting (Vintage Flanger, Jet Stream Flanger, Analog Chorus, Vintage Chorus, Vintage Chorus,
Vintage Chorus, Vintage Chorus Auto Panner), dynamic processing (Compressor/Limiter, Expander, Gate, Ultramizer, Denoiser, De-Esser, Wave Designer), psychoacoustic effects (Exciter, Enhancer, Ultra Bass, Stereo Imager, Ultra Wide, Binauralizer), filter/equivalent (Filter, Parametric E, and Graphic Ez), overload
and imitation of the sound of amplifiers (Vocal Distortion, Tube Distortion, Guitar Amp, Fuzz, Speaker Simulation, Ring Modulator and LO-FI), special effects (Vinylizer, Sampler, Vocoder, Voice Canceler and Resonator), combined effects. Each algorithm has four to seven edited parameters. The device's memory
contains 100 preset and 100 custom pets. The user interface consists of an eight-segment eight-segment LED indicator of the input level, a four-character literal-digital LED display, four LED status indicators (reflect units that express the value of the edited parameter - percentage, decibel, hertz, second), eight LED
indicators of groups of algorithms, four rotating regulators (with which the parameters are edited) are expressed. MIDI messages, the balance of the original and processed signals (simultaneously being the bypass switch button), six functional buttons (four of them are EQUIPPED with LED display) and the input wheel.
There's a power switch. The entrances and exits are symmetrical (there is an automatic compensation of 6 dB of the difference in entry and output levels with asymmetrical connection), duplicated on XLR connectors and jacks. Separately, it is possible for each channel to switch the nominal sensitivity of the entry and
output level (simultaneously, with the button). The entrances are equipped with radio-frequency filters. There are three MIDI connectors. The network cable is removable. Single-screen processor, weighs 2 kg. Additional information: ISPA Price Monitoring on ads Average 136. 120 (19.09.2003), 150 (07.01.2004), 150
(13.06.2004), 150 (01.09.2004), 155 (16.02.2005), 130 (16.04.2006), 100 (20.08.2006). Prices for ads previously posted on the MoD website in the Sale section are given. The full list is here. Due to the abundance of spam, the comments placement has been disabled. Use forums. AccessoriesGetary EquipmentDite
ToolsSoundIng EquipmentSpic ToolsSy ToolsSy ToolsSy EquipmentSemical EquipmentUnme EquipmentDJ EquipmentPromeical SoftwarePride EquipmentProjects for Video EquipmentUp ToolsIt instrumentsComits SceneCompany Products Captured from Production Advertising on the website Collaboration Catalogue
of Guitars All Guitar Guitars People's Percussion Spirit Accessories Concert Equipment Translational Equipment Souvenirs Music Literature Sale Brands Our Stores VIRTUAL'ER PRO 24-bit digital processor multi-effects Model DSP1000P Operating Guide © 1998, BEHRINGER GmbH© 2000, I.S.P.A. – Engineering,
Russian translation Page 2 1 VIRTUAL'ER PRO Digital Multi-Effects Processor Model DSP 1000P Version 1.0, October 1998 Information contained in this guide may be changed without warning. Neither part nor the entire management can be copied in a form, including electronic, without the written permission of the
owners of copyrights. All rights reserved ARE WARNING! To avoid electrocution, do not remove the casing (back wall) of the device. There are no adjustments available to the user inside the case. The product must be serviced by a qualified professional. To avoid electrocution, do not control the device to the influence
of rain or moisture. This symbol, regardless of where it is depicted, warns of dangerous voltage inside the body of the device. This symbol, regardless of where it is depicted, warns of the need to address this Manual of Operation. First of all, take a closer look at the Manual. Before you start operating, carefully review all
safety guidelines for the real Guide. Follow the instructions: All instructions in this Guide must be strictly followed. Water and moisture: No exploitation KVINCI (Kvinsi Magomedov, Kvinsi Magomedov, Kvinsi Kvinsi Magomedov, Kvinsi Kvinsi Magomedov, Kvinsi, quinsini, zenith, and zenith. POWERPLAY PRO is an
inexpensive multifunctional unit with a huge repertoire of effects. Although software plug-ins have made huge intrusions into studio recording, hardware effects and processors have shown no signs of extinction. Indeed, some of the lower cost units can cost significantly less than the equivalent set of plug-in effects,
making them attractive in a number of areas, including hardware studios, live sound installations and software studios with enough in their quantity to accommodate them. The name Virtualizer may not be new, but this Pro model, which can run both of its channels on its own, claims 71 new types of effects, including
improved reverb capabilities. To simplify editing, each algorithm has no more than seven editable parameters (not counting high and low-aisle filters), as well as 100 custom memos for storing patches, as well as 100 factory presets. It's also nice to see that user patches come filled with effects that aren't just copies of
factory patches. All the familiar types of effects are available, from reverb and delay to step change, modulation and rotary speaker modeling, but as you'd expect, there are many other treatments out there including amps, stereo width manipulators, bass amps, equalizers, distortion effects, speaker simulators, vinyl
emulators and so on. The 1U uses 24-bit converters running at a sampling speed of 46,875 kHz, providing bandwidth from 20 Hz to 20 kHz (3dB) and a signal-to-noise ratio of 91dB without weight. Since there is no digital vi-1, it doesn't matter that it's not standard. The I/O analogue (stereo, both inside and 24 hours) is
available on both balanced jacks and XLRs, with buttons to select -10dBv or 4dBu operating levels (regardless for each channel). MIDI In, Out and Thru ARE installed for remote selection of patches, real-time control of settings and, according to the manual, even for editing patches using PC software (not included, and
not even mentioned elsewhere in the manual). Patches can be saved and restored with MIDI SysEx using any external MIDI recording device that can handle Surfacemount technology is used to speed up production as well as improve reliability, and unlike some devices that use conventional potentiometers as input
devices, Virtualizer Pro has five small rotary coders and one large coder as the main input wheel. The power is provided through an IEC socket, so there are no wall warts or carpet carbuncles to worry about. Using Virtualizer Pro The only sign that it is a budget product is that it uses four alpha/number LED readings
rather than LCD, so that patches can only be moderated, not named, although abbreviated name settings are visible when editing. Multiple status LEDs to the left of the numerical reading image of the effects type (there are eight groups of algorithms), as well as a unit of customizable values (percentage, decibels, hertz
or seconds). Each patch has at least four editable parameters that are adjusted using four rotating editing controls. Up to two pages of effect settings can be accessed, with a further level of mix solution, MIDI and I/O settings. Three LEDs show which page the controls are currently running on, and the edit modes are
clearly marked. The master wet/dry mixture is installed using the fifth small encoder, which also doubles as bypass control courtesy of an integral push switch, though when the equalizer algorithm is loaded where the mixture won't make sense, the control functions rather than how to get the adjustment. Behringer
Virtualizer Pro 114prosGood-quality effects. Easy to use. Affordable.Can can be used in a two-channel mode.consFour-character display limiting.summaryThe Virtualizer Pro handles all the usual effects well, and also provides a number of less obvious treatments such as guitar amplifier simulation, vocoding and
sampling phrases. Limited editing may put some users, but it's my guess that most users will welcome it. Presets are dialed using a large data wheel after the first choice of the Preset button, which is one of six buttons to the left of the data wheel. The new effects are based on the 71 effect algorithms - pressing the effect
and using the scrolling wheel of data through them. The Edit button gets you into editing mode while the store saves the edited patch at any desired user patch location. While the STORE's LED flashes in anticipation of the final impact on the button, the Comparison key allows you to compare the original and edited
patches. Setting up the key gets you into utility mode, more of which later. If we go back to the effect algorithms, many of them around one effect, but there are also a number of combined programs, such as distortion, fed through the flanker, or modulation, fed through reverb. Algorithms also determine signal routing,
where some patches are double mono-in, mono-out, some are stereo-in, stereo-out, while others allow two channels to operate as independent mono-in, stereo-out devices where two stereo exits exits The Mix option, available with small coders, sets the signal balance in the algorithm when multiple effects are used,
while Mix's main control sets the overall wet/dry mixture. In addition, the customization menu allows you to customize the device as a mono/stereo, as well as provides a global 100 percent wet mix for which the device will be used in the mixer effect dispatch cycle. This is a real blessing, as there is nothing worse than
adjusting the mix settings on each patch. The setting also allows you to customize certain dual-effect programs as serial or parallel. Midi lets you select any MIDI channel, and you can decide if or if information about the MIDI controller is sent and received. The continuous MIDI controllers used by Virtualizer Pro run from
102 to 116, and their destinations vary depending on the effect. It takes about one second to download the new algorithm after you stop turning the data wheel and, as you would expect, all the usual types of reverb are available, from the stage and atmosphere to the slabs, halls and cathedrals. There's even spring
reverb simulation for guitarists who can't live without sproing. In addition, there are closed and reverse options, as well as stereo, tape and ping pong delay options where the tape creates an increasingly boring sound repeated. Joining the usual modulation of suspects are automatic panning and step shifts in mono and
stereo. Dynamics is represented by compressor/limit, extension, gate, split-band compression, denuise (which seems to be based on an extension, perhaps in combination with some dynamic filtration), de essing and something called Wave designer, which is essentially an injected envelope molder. The psycho-acoustic
enhancement section includes both arousal and amplifier working on different principles, a sub-bass process, two types of stereo-image extender and even a binauraliser designed to expand the stereo image using an interchannel cross-stem cancellation. As far as the equalizer goes, there's a choice of high or low-aisle
filtering, parametric equalizer or eight-band graphic equalizer, while for the guitarist (or dance maker in lo-fi), there are four types of overdrive/distortion, speaker simulation (eight cabinet types), ring modulation and a dedicated lo-fi processor that adds both noise and buzz. The special effects section offers more in this
vein, with vinyl modeling plus a simple five-second sample phrase. Unusually for a box of budget effects, there's also a pretty neat vocoder, a vocal canceler for taken out centrally prepared mid-range sounds, plus a resonant filter. Combined effects offer different modulations and step effects with Delay in reverbering
tremolo with reverberab; plus the choice of choir, flanker, step or tremolo with delay. Detailed block diagrams are included for each algorithm. The sound? This range of Behringer effects is always always great value for money, but I was never convinced that the quality effects matched the serious expectations of the
studio. Fortunately, the Virtualizer Pro sounds much better, especially in the reverb department, where reverb is now convincingly knits with dry sound and exhibits a natural, warm decay characteristic. It's still not there with the best Lexicon or TC units, but then neither do you expect that at a price. However, this would
make the perfect basic reverb in a budget-conscious studio project and could be used as an auxiliary role for more serious recording work. It also includes some useful atmospheric procedures to create a sense of space without swamping the sound in the reverb. Of course, the effects don't stop at reverb - with the tape
delaying algorithm completes the repertoire of stock delays based on effects, while the chorus effects are warmer and more analog sounding than I remember from previous models. I was particularly taken by a vintage flanger preseth that reminded me of the original Electro-harmonix Electric Mistress, but without noise,
and, while the rotary speaker modeling wouldn't fool Hugh Robjohns or Gordon Reed for a moment, they are musically appealing and falling somewhere between a true rotary speaker and a tweaked flanger. I've never tried a pitch shift that I was happy with, which cost less than a small car, but the one that is provided
here is pretty slightly smoother than you'd expect to find in a budget unit, and more than enough to layer with other sounds or for fine-tuning/chorus. And then there's the amplifier and speaker simulation, which again I don't think rivals autonomous pre-amplifications such as Line 6 Pod or Behringer's own V-Amp, but it's
even more use than I expected, and doesn't have that awful sandy edge that so many economy amplifier simulators seem to be. Combined with a slight compression and equalizer, you can get a very passable blues or rock sound. The lo-fi effects sound as nasty as you would expect them to be and vinyl scratches, well,
spiky. The inclusion of a simple vocoder is a big bonus, as is the phrase sampler, but for me decent reverb and warm modulated delay effects are the best reason to choose this block. In fact the only real antipathy I have is the center around the lack of proper display. Sure, designers have done their best to make the
system friendly - the handles briefly display an abbreviated name setting when you first turn them - but it's not the same as seeing a full and complete description of each setting and its current value, as you'd expect to see when using a piece of gear equipped with LCD reading. I don't know what a good display would
add to the price, but it would probably be worth it. Another feature of the device would usefully include, given its better than the average amplifier and emulation emulation dynamics Is a high-impedance input tool, perhaps with an amplifier voicing the equalizer circuit, but as it is you will need to use the DI box and a touch
of a high equalizer to get the best results with the electric guitar. The Virtualizer Pro verdict is a smart-looking box that basically sounds good and has a simple user interface. Maybe it's because it looks more expensive than this that I've complained about the lack of LCD reading, but it's really more embarrassing to
program something with just four display symbols, let alone finding patches once you've saved them. I don't think I could remember that 100 custom patches were from their room alone. This issue aside, there is little to complain about when you take the relatively low cost into account. Some users may prefer more
programmability, but as the main effects are good in the first place, you really don't need to change very much to customize them. Either way, I'd rather have a simpler block that I might be concerned about the program than the more sophisticated one that scares you into sticking presets. Virtualizer Pro is a smart, easy-
to-operate multi-effect processor that handles all the usual effects well, and that manages to fit into a lot of less obvious effects too. It can be used in two-channel mode if you need to treat two different aux sends at once, and the quality of the reverb will definitely step up from previous Virtualizer products. If you want
good quality multi-effects at a bargain price, this is a good place to start looking. 113.98 euros, including VAT. Behringer UK No 49 2154 9206 6441. www.behringer.de 6441. www.behringer.de behringer virtualizer pro manual. behringer virtualizer pro dsp1000p. behringer virtualizer pro dsp2024p price. behringer
virtualizer pro dsp1024p. behringer virtualizer pro dsp2024p guitar. behringer virtualizer pro effects list. behringer virtualizer pro dsp2024p review. behringer virtualizer pro fx2000
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